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NOTICE OF MEETING AND PROVISIONAL AGENDA

Contact: cyber@consilium.europa.eu
Tel./Fax: +32.2.281.74.89/+32.2.281.36.02
Subject: Meeting of the Horizontal Working Party on Cyber Issues (cyber attaches)

Date: 19 January 2018
Time: 10.00
Venue: COUNCIL
JUSTUS LIPSIUS BUILDING
Rue de la Loi 175, 1048 BRUSSELS

1. Adoption of the agenda

2. Information from the Presidency, Commission and EEAS
   – Presidency:
     = information on the upcoming informal meeting of the Justice and Home Affairs ministers, 24-25 January, Sofia, Bulgaria
– Commission:
  = debrief from the last meeting of the Internet Governance Forum and other relevant developments in the area of Internet Governance
  = information with a view to the upcoming meeting of the UN Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice (CCPCJ)
– EEAS:
  = recent international cyber security developments and upcoming events
  = debrief from the last meeting of the Internet Governance Forum and other relevant developments in the area of Internet Governance

3. **Recent Developments in Cyber threats: The ENISA Threat Landscape 2017**
   – presentation by ENISA and discussion
doc. 5273/18 (to be issued)

4. **Cyber security resilience of the EU Institutions, agencies and bodies**
   – presentations by GSC, Commission and CERT-EU
   – exchange of views
doc. 15984/17

5. **Collaborative Approach to Combating Cybercrime**
   – presentation by EC3 and exchange of views

***

**JOINT SESSION HORIZONTAL WORKING PARTY ON CYBER ISSUES - COSI SUPPORT GROUP (2 pm)**

6. **Reform of the domain name WHOIS database - draft lines to take in view of the upcoming 61st ICANN's GAC meeting in Puerto Rico, 10-15 March 2018**
doc. 5274/18 (to be issued)

* COSI SG delegates are kindly invited to take part in the discussion of this agenda item.*

***
7. **Follow-up on the Wannacry cyber attack**
   – update by EEAS and exchange of views

8. **Role of Encryption in criminal investigations**
   – presentation by the Commission on its latest activities in support to law enforcement agencies and exchange of views

9. **Coordinated response to Large Scale Cybersecurity Incidents and Crises - the way ahead**
   – presentation by the Commission of their recommendation and discussion

    – update by GSC Transparency Service and EEAS
    – discussion

11. **AOB**

---

NB: Council documents are available on Delegates Portal. Room attendants will provide copies on request at the earliest opportunity.